Foreman - Bug #31429

nic delay not present in API responses

12/02/2020 09:15 AM - Evgeni Golov

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Evgeni Golov
Category: API
Target version:
Difficulty:
Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8170
Triaged: No
Fixed in Releases: 2.4.0
Bugzilla link:
Found in Releases: 2.2.0, 2.3.0

Description

#22742 introduced a nic_delay param to interfaces and subnets, but didn't expose it in the api views

Related issues:
- Related to Foreman - Feature #22742: Add nicdelay/linksleep options per subnet/location added
- Related to Tracker #27680: API bugs that need workarounds in foreman-ansible-modules added

Associated revisions

Revision 5552be9f - 01/04/2021 03:28 PM - Evgeni Golov
Fixes #31429 - expose nic_delay in interfaces and subnets api views

History

#1 - 12/02/2020 09:16 AM - Evgeni Golov
reported here: https://community.theforeman.org/t/get-subnet-detail-api-not-returning-details-of-remote-execution-link-delay-for-a-subnet/21491/

#2 - 12/02/2020 09:16 AM - Evgeni Golov
- Related to Feature #22742: Add nicdelay/linksleep options per subnet/location added

#3 - 12/02/2020 09:19 AM - Evgeni Golov
- Related to Tracker #27680: API bugs that need workarounds in foreman-ansible-modules added

#4 - 12/02/2020 09:26 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8170 added

#5 - 01/04/2021 03:29 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.4.0 added

#6 - 01/04/2021 04:01 PM - Evgeni Golov
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman|5552be9ff227e0312390cb7af684b44032dbf383.
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